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Abstract 

 The first decade of the 21st century saw wide fluctuations in commodity prices and a 
massively increased participation of financial investors in the commodity derivatives markets. 
The investigation of whether the presence of financial investors was responsible for these 
fluctuations - and, more in general, whether large trades affected futures and spot prices - has 
yielded mixed results in the literature. We take up this question by linking financialization to 
the ongoing structural transformation of the commodity markets. First, we discuss issues 
related to the identification of the price effects of financialization; then, we present models of 
commodity markets with heterogeneous agents and informational frictions and discuss the 
role of financial investors as the counterparts of commercial hedgers. Lastly, we suggest some 
avenues for future research, including the possible implications of the shale revolution and of 
the trading of commodity options in the financialization process. 
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1. Introduction
1

The first decade of the 21st century has seen a strong upward trend in commodity prices

and a massive participation by financial investors in the markets for commodity derivatives.

The synchronized boom and bust cycles and the high price volatilities observed in 2007-

2008 fueled a heated debate on whether the financialization, i.e. the transformation of a

segmented market into an asset class for portfolio investors, has distorted commodity pricing

in the futures and spot markets.

While the debate was mainly linked to market developments in the 2000s, new evidence is

now reviving attention towards the financialization of commodities. Between mid-2014 and

early 2016, oil prices dropped by more than 75 percent; this plunge was concomitant with

newly increasing cross-commodity (e.g., energy vs. grains) and cross-market (e.g., commodi-

ties vs. equities) correlations. The evidence of an ongoing structural change in commodity

markets, as well as of the involvement of financial traders as partly responsible for this change,

witness the outmost importance of understanding the implications of the financialization pro-

cess.

This paper illustrates the debate on the financialization through the lens of the main

contributions to the literature. Since most of the literature concentrates on the crude oil

market, we also focus particularly on it throughout the paper. We first review the stylized

facts that motivate the analysis, the asset pricing theoretical background and some represen-

tative empirical contributions; then, we discuss a number of relevant papers, grouped into

the main lines of research. Lastly, we suggest some avenues for future research, including

on the implications of the shale revolution for the oil market and the analysis of commodity

derivatives other than futures.

The debate on the financialization of commodities started after the 2008 testimony to

the US Senate by the hedge fund manager Michael Masters, who argued that institutional

investors, engaged in speculative trading on commodity indexes (i.e., baskets of multiple

commodities), had caused a bubble in oil prices (Masters, 2008). Since then, researchers

have tested the so-called “Masters hypothesis”, focusing on its three main claims, i.e. that

the increased financialization is responsible for (1) higher futures prices, (2) the increased

comovements across commodities and across asset classes, (3) an increased transmission of

shocks from futures to spot prices. Mixed empirical evidence has led to polarized views

among academic circles (see Singleton (2014) and Hamilton and Wu (2015)).

We argue in this paper that the results in some of the empirical literature testing the

1I would like to thank Pietro Catte, Andrea Finicelli, Marcello Miccoli and Giovanni Veronese for their
helpful comments and suggestions.
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Masters hypothesis suffer from relevant identification issues. Indeed, commonly used tests

of causality from the exposure of non-commercial traders (i.e., traders whose activity is not

directly related to commercial needs) to price variations may be biased: without conditioning

on the initiator of the trade (i.e., not distinguishing between trades initiated by hedgers –

and accommodated by non-commercials –, and trades initiated by non-commercials), price

pressures of opposite signs cannot be identified. On the other hand, the identification of

speculative demand shocks, defined as shocks to the desirability of holding inventories that are

unrelated to current demand and supply, is based on the presumption that inventory holders

can immediately recognize shocks to current and future fundamentals, notwithstanding the

presence of substantial information lags on commodity demand and supply at the global

level.

Unlike other literature reviews on the same topic, we focus on commodity markets from

a theoretical point of view, revisiting the classical way of investigating the financialization

based on empirically testing the Masters hypothesis. Moreover, some recent contributions on

the topic that are important in the debate have never been extensively treated in a literature

review, as far as we know.

The theoretical part of the review covers different strands of the literature. Some of them

analyze the characteristics of commercial and non-commercial traders and frictions arising

from their interaction. A number of contributions highlight that producers have a time-

varying desire to hedge their future sales, and non-commercial traders have time-varying

capital constraints: when constraints bind, non-commercials cannot accommodate hedging

needs fully, so limits to arbitrage entail limits to hedging by producers, causing net pressures

on futures and spot prices. Other studies point to the fact that commodity prices are re-

garded as a barometer of global economic growth by goods producers; however, information

on world commodity supply and demand is available only with a lag, leading to misinterpre-

tations of commodity price signals and mis-adjustments of demand and supply, that in turn

have feedback effects on prices. Other papers focus on the fact that commercial and non-

commercial investors have different skills and market knowledge, so one of the two groups

could be more adept in interpreting the source of specific variations in the fundamentals than

the other. Stylized facts included in these studies suggest that some of these aspects are of

growing importance because of the financialization process.2

To sum up, the heterogeneity of commodity investors is found to have a key influence on

the transmission of shocks through a variety of channels: informational frictions and asym-

metries, different preferences among investor categories or disagreement about fundamentals

2Another implication of the involvement of financial investors in commodity markets is the increasing use
of commodities as collateral for financing, particularly relevant in economies that have capital controls.
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are some of the most important ones. As a consequence, financial investors may play the

role of either liquidity providers or liquidity demanders depending on the available capital,

on their degree of risk aversion, as well as on their relative access to information with respect

to hedgers. The analysis of whether they have a distortionary or a price-stabilizing role in

the markets should not disregard these aspects.

The last section focuses on the shale oil sector and on commodity options, to suggest some

avenues for future research. Concerning the former, the growing role of shale companies in

the oil producing sector implies an increasing heterogeneity of participants in derivatives

markets on the side of commercial hedgers; as regards the latter, commodity options are a

widely used hedging tool for commodity producers and consumers (like airline companies)

and an instrument that can be used to gain volatility exposure: for this reason, option trading

can be relevant for spot pricing.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some stylized facts with regard

to financial market developments, the evolution of commodity demand and of financial in-

vestment in commodities that characterized the early 2000s; Section 3 presents the asset

pricing foundations of commodity pricing and the two main theories underlying the behavior

of futures and spot prices; Section 4 describes some empirical contributions testing the Mas-

ters hypothesis and discusses the main identification strategies adopted; Section 5 presents

findings that connect the increased involvement of financial traders to the structural change

taking place in commodity markets, and briefly reviews theoretical models featuring limits to

arbitrage, informational frictions and other frictions linked to investor heterogeneity; Section

6 proposes some avenues for future research, related to the shale revolution and to option

trading; Section 7 concludes.

2. Stylized facts

Since the sharp commodity price oscillations that occurred in 2008-2009, researchers have

started to investigate the possible effects of the financialization of commodity markets, based

on evidence drawn from financial markets. We document some relevant stylized facts con-

cerning the massive involvement of financial investors in commodity markets and the main

price developments.

2.1. Financial investors

During the 2000s, commodity markets experienced an investment boom. A 2008 staff

report by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC henceforth), based on a
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survey on swap dealers and commodity index funds, estimated holdings of commodity index-

related products to have increased from 15 billion USD in 2003 to over 200 billion USD

in 2008; of the 200 billion invested, approximately 24 percent was held by index funds, 42

percent by institutional investors, 9 percent by sovereign wealth funds and 25 percent by other

traders (CFTC, 2008).3 Results from this survey constitute the first piece of evidence that

raised the attention on the activity of financial investors in commodity derivatives markets.

Since the 1960s, the CFTC has been producing a Commitment of Traders report (COT

report, henceforth) on exchanges in commodity markets, that started to be published on a

weekly basis since the 2000s. In its most recent version, it includes the number of open inter-

ests in commodity futures and options traded in US markets by trader category, divided into

commercial and non-commercial investors.4 One particular subcategory of non-commercial

investors is that of commodity index traders (CITs henceforth), investing in commodities by

replicating the payoff of exchange-traded commodity indexes;5 while the exposure of CITs

cannot be inferred directly from the COT report, a Supplement to it, dedicated to 12 agri-

cultural commodities only, explicitly reports CITs’ positions from 2006 onwards.6

In the 2000s, CITs started to be active in commodity derivatives markets: between 2004

and 2006, they dramatically increased both their gross positions in futures and options market

and their net long exposure, that continued to rise until end 2008; after a decline in long

positions in 2013 and 2014 – possibly due to the entry into force of regulatory constraints –,

in 2015 they started again to raise their net long exposure (see Figure 1).7

While the empirical literature (see Section 4) has particularly focused on those investors

and on the price implications of their activity, theoretical contributions (discussed in Section

5) point more generally to the role of financial investors in commodity derivatives as the

3Of the 200 billion invested as of 2008, 161 were invested in US exchange-traded futures and options and
39 in OTC products; the notional value of open interests in exchange-traded products was estimated to be
around 17 percent of the total open interests in commodity futures and options.

4Prior to September 2009, the COT report separated traders between two broad categories (commercials
and non-commercials); since then, it started to provide a more detailed breakdown of investors splitting
commercials between traditional commercials (producers, processors, commodity wholesalers or merchants,
etc.) and commodity swap dealers, and non-commercials between managed money traders (i.e., hedge funds)
and other non-commercial traders.

5CITs are characterized by the CFTC as traders “replicating a commodity index by establishing long
futures positions in the component markets and then rolling those positions forward from future to future
using a fixed methodology” (CFTC, 2012); while some of them are pension funds or other managed funds
taking a direct position in futures contracts, the majority are swap dealers who sell OTC products that track
futures-based indexes and re-hedge themselves going long on exchange-traded products.

6For a more detailed description of data in the COT report and in its Supplement, see Buyuksahin and
Robe (2014) and Hamilton and Wu (2015)

7The decreasing volume of positions since 2013 may partly be ascribed to the advent of new regulatory
frameworks aimed at controlling over-the-counter activity and limiting proprietary trading by financial in-
termediaries (e.g., the Dodd Frank Act and Volcker Rule, both implemented from 2012 Q4; see Figure 6 for
an overview of the recent regulation impacting commodity traders).
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market counterpart of commercial hedgers; in what follows, unless specifically referring to

CITs only, the terms “financial” or “non-commercial” investors are used interchangeably.

The evidence on the massive involvement of financial investors in the 2000s is concomitant

with a number of relevant facts concerning commodity prices, that we document in the next

subsection.

2.2. Market evidence

Here, we briefly present the main stylized facts on prices and correlations that are relevant

to a testing of claims (1), (2) and (3) of the Masters hypothesis.

1. During the 2000s, commodity futures and spot prices trended upward, although with

different strength and timing across the various commodities; in late 2008, all prices

dropped simultaneously (see Figure 2);

2. Over the same years, correlations among commodities and between commodities and

other asset classes progressively increased. Correlations computed among S&P GSCI

indexes of different commodity groups (i.e., energy, grains, etc.) show an upward trend

starting in 2004, peaking at around 0.7 at end-2008 and staying high until 2013; since

then, they have remained highly volatile (see Figure 3). As regards correlations across

asset classes, Figure 4 shows that correlations between the GSCI Commodity Index and

the Reuters US dollar index (a weighted average of bilateral exchange rates vis-à-vis

the US dollar), the S&P 500 and the MSCI Emerging Market Index also reached high

levels. While the commodity-dollar correlation has recently declined, the commodity-

equity ones – both for US and EMEs equities – have not, and currently stand at around

0.4.

3. A number of measures of investment pressure in derivatives markets – e.g., the Work-

ing’s T index, that represents market overall investment pressure, or indexes of invest-

ment pressure by non-commercials such as specific gross- or net-long positions – showed

upward trends during early 2000s (see Figure 5 for oil); the comovements between posi-

tions and futures price, and the increased correlation between futures and spot prices,

suggest a possible transmission from pressures on derivatives markets to spot prices.

3. Commodity pricing: theoretical underpinnings

Before approaching the debate on financialization, it is important to review the asset

pricing foundations of commodity markets. Unlike equities, commodity contracts refer to an
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underlying physical asset that is storable: commodity holders have the option of saving it over

time to use it in the future, so spot prices should also reflect this option value. Following

Singleton (2014), we assume that the spot commodity price (St), the instantaneous short

rate (rt) and the instantaneous convenience yield net of the unit storage cost (Ct) have

uncorrelated stochastic dynamics. The equilibrium spot commodity price at time t is

St = EQ
t

[
exp

(
−
∫ T

t

(rs − Cs)ds

)
ST

]
(1)

where EQ
t is the expectation at time t under the risk-neutral measure. Define the price of a

futures contract maturing T − t periods from time t as being equal to the expected future

spot price under the risk-neutral probability measure

F T
t = EQ

t [ST ] (2)

Rearranging Equations 1 and 2 and taking a short time interval [t, τ ] over which r and C

can be considered as approximately constant, yields

F T
t − St
St

≈ yTt (τ − t) − Ct(τ − t) (3)

This is the expression of the future basis, that depends positively on the the yield of a zero-

coupon bond of the same maturity of the futures contract and negatively on the convenience

yield. Denote by EP
t the expectation at time t under the historical (risk-averse) distribution.

The T-period futures risk premium (i.e., the premium that long investors receive to take

positions in futures) is

RP T
t = EQ

t (ST ) − EP
t (ST ) (4)

Combining Equations 2 and 4 yields

F T
t = EP

t (ST ) +RP T
t (5)

Rearranging Equations 3 and 5 yields

EP
t (Sτ ) − St

St
≈ yτt (τ − t) − Ct(τ − t) − RP T

t

St
(6)

Expected returns in the spot market depend positively on interest rates and negatively on

the risk premium and on the convenience yield. The intuitions are the following: concerning

the risk premium, the higher the compensation requested by investors for buying futures, the
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lower the expected return from buying spot at time t and selling back at time T ; concerning

the convenience yield, the higher the option value of storing the commodity, the lower the

expected return from selling it in the future. Singleton (2014) proves that excess returns on

futures, obtained by buying and selling futures contracts at different maturities, also depend

on a convenience yield and a risk premium component. In sum, the futures risk premium

and the convenience yield govern the price relationship between spot and future prices over

time and among future prices at different maturities.

The spot and futures pricing of commodities has been rationalized under two main the-

ories, that emphasize the role of the convenience yield (in one case) and of the futures risk

premium (in the other case), considering the other factor of second order importance. The

theory of storage, pioneered by Kaldor (1939) and Working (1960) and modelled by Deaton

and Laroque (1992), focuses on the role of the convenience yield: according to this theory,

equilibrium prices result from the optimal inventory management of producers, who use in-

ventories to smooth the effect of price shocks over time; the desired quantity of inventories to

carry forward determines the equilibrium level of the convenience yield, which in turns drive

expected spot and futures returns. On the other hand, the theory of normal backwardation,

pioneered by Keynes (1923) and generalized by Hirshleifer (1988, 1989, 1990), points on the

role of derivatives as a hedging tool: according to this theory, commercial hedgers, typically

net short on futures – as the hedging needs of producers are assumed to exceed those of

consumers – must offer a premium to induce long investors to enter the other side of the

market; if this is the case, the futures price should always be lower than the expected spot

price (a case named normal backwardation).

The theory of storage and the theory of normal backwardation imply different views of

what should be considered as “speculation” (i.e., the practice of investing in commodities

without commercial purposes) and the way to detect it. Investigations inspired by the theory

of storage consider speculative shocks as shocks to the demand of physical commodities

for future use, which is reflected in the level of inventories, production decisions and spot

pricing. By contrast, studies inspired by the theory of normal backwardation tend to identify

speculative shocks as shocks originated by the trading activity of non-commercial investors,

producing variations in the futures risk premium. Details on these two approaches and results

obtained in the literature will be discussed in greater detail later on.
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4. The empirical literature

4.1. Main findings

The stylized facts on investors and prices described in Section 2 have lead researchers to

investigate whether it is the increased trading by financial investors that has driven com-

modity prices or the reverse; or, as a third alternative, whether common factors have been

driving both trading and price increases. A number of literature reviews have put together

the main contributions describing findings and critical points: see, among others, Irwin and

Sanders (2011), Rouwenhorst and Tang (2012), Fattouh et al. (2012), Cheng and Xiong

(2014), Hamilton and Wu (2015). We argue that the evidence is much more mixed than it

is sometimes presented to be.

Focusing on the dynamics of crude oil, Fattouh et al. (2012) review the financialization

literature and identify different strands of research on the topic; they break up the so-called

“Masters hypothesis” into its components and discuss, among others, the connection between

the increased financialization and (1) higher futures prices, (2) increased comovements among

commodities and across asset classes, (3) the transmission from futures to spot prices.

Regarding point (1) (i.e., positions-to-price causality), Hamilton and Wu (2015) conduct a

thorough investigation of the relationship between variations in investors’ positions and excess

returns, focusing on the possible predictive power of the exposure of CITs: on agricultural

commodities, tests of Granger causality from positions changes to returns at different horizons

yield dismissive (or at least not robust) evidence, even using the finest available disaggregation

of data by trader category. Concerning oil, Singleton (2014) constructs the positions of CITs

on oil derivatives for the 2006-2010 period, not reported in public databases, by using available

CITs’ open interests on agricultural commodities and finds that 13-week position changes

help predict oil futures returns at different horizons; however, Irwin and Sanders (2011)

question Singleton’s method to construct imputed positions, and Hamilton and Wu (2015)

find that Singleton’s measure has no predictive power out of sample (from 2009 through

2012).

On point (2) (i.e., position-to-comovement causality), Tang and Xiong (2012) find a

significantly higher comovement of oil for indexed as compared to non-indexed commodities

after 2004. Interestingly, comparing commodities traded in US and Chinese exchanges they

note that some of those traded in China did not experience the same boom-bust cycles as

their US equivalents, and that cross-commodity comovements in China did not increase as

much as in the US (see Figure 7); the authors conclude that rising demand from China

cannot be the only driver in commodity markets. On the contrary, Stoll and Whaley (2010)

stress that, in US markets, the price of commodities not traded on futures exchanges rose
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as much as, or more than, the price of exchange-traded commodities, suggesting that CITs

had no primary role in driving prices up; following the latter, Fattouh et al. (2012) suggest

that correlations could have been spurred not by the activity of financial traders but by the

increasing relevance of common factors, such as the growing role of emerging economies in

both commodity markets and the global economy and the 2007-2009 financial crisis.

Concerning point (3) (i.e., futures-to-spot price transmission), Alquist et al. (2013) exam-

ine the out-of-sample predictive power of daily and monthly oil futures prices and show that

there is no evidence that futures prices help predict the future spot price of oil. This evidence

is contradicted by the findings in Henderson et al. (2015), who analyze the impact of finan-

cial investors’ trades on commodity futures prices using a novel dataset of commodity-linked

OTC notes (CLNs henceforth). In line with the fact that issuers of OTC notes typically

hedge their positions on futures markets they find, around the pricing and valuation dates

of the CLNs, that changing positions have significant effects on futures prices that do not

revert back within the next twenty business days; similar effects are found on spot prices in

the same dates.

4.2. Identification issues

The empirical investigation of the price effects of the financialization suffers from several

drawbacks. First of all, “financialization” or “speculation” are not straightforward concepts,

nor are there universally accepted definitions in the literature.

As we have documented in the previous subsection, many authors define speculative trades

as any trades made by non-commercial investors. CFTC data, commonly used by researchers

relying on the previous definition, are, however, not ideal to identify these traders because

of the designation system employed. Indeed, traders who file a statement with the CFTC

declaring that they are “engaged in business activities hedged by the use of the futures or

option markets” are normally classified as commercial traders, while it is well known that

many commodity producers or purchasers also have investment desks, often even more active

than their hedging desks.

Even with an ideal designation method able to exclude pure hedgers, tests of causality

from variations in the financial investors’ exposure to price changes are plagued by a simul-

taneity bias : in fact, these tests assume that changes in positions of non-commercials always

reflect shifts in their own investment demand, while market clearing conditions imply that

they can change positions also in response of shifts in the demand of traders on the other side

of the market (hedgers); the expected sign of the position-price relationship will be different

in the two cases: positive when non-commercials are trade initiators (they “consume” liq-
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uidity), negative in the opposite case (they “provide” liquidity). The same reasoning applies

if functions of non-commercial positions, such as the Working’s T index, are used.8 This

argument is presented and developed in Cheng et al. (2014).

Another strand of research bypasses the identification of traders involved and identifies

speculation only based on their effects on inventories; in this context, “anyone buying crude

oil not for current consumption, but for future use is a speculator from an economic point

of view”. Kilian and Murphy (2014) define speculative demand shocks as shocks to the

desirability of holding inventories – motivated by shifts in expected demand/supply, by un-

certainty, or by the anticipation of other market participants’ actions – that are unrelated

to current demand and supply of the underlying commodity; positive speculative demand

shocks entail positive variations in current inventory holdings. Using structural VAR models

identified with sign restrictions, they find that speculative demand shocks had little effect in

shaping the real price of oil in the 2003–2008 period.9

However, the aforementioned VAR identifications are based on the presumption that in-

ventory holders can disentangle shocks to future demand and supply from those to current

demand and supply, and vary their consumption and inventory holdings accordingly. How-

ever, agents may have trouble even in identifying shocks to current global demand and supply.

Countries report their demand and supply of commodities with delay, and some do not even

report them at all; for this reason, agents do not have the entire information set to fully

recover demand and supply shocks in a timely fashion, but they learn them through time.

Hence, as discussed in Sockin and Xiong (2015), the aforementioned identification strategy

ignores existing informational frictions in global commodity markets, casting doubt on the

viability of this VAR-based inventory approach.

To sum up, the main weakness of the approach adopted by the first strand of literature

is that trades made by non-commercials are implicitly considered as exogenous, while in fact

equilibrium prices and the positions of all market participants (including non-commercial

traders) are determined endogenously by market clearing. Concerning the VAR-based ap-

proach, which looks at how shocks to future demand and supply impact the current level of

inventories, the assumption of a perfectly rational response of inventory holders to speculative

trades also appears to be quite heroic. A more promising approach to the financialization is

that of considering its features as part of a broad, structural change in commodity markets.

8The Working’ T proposed in Working (1960), also known as Working’s speculative index, is a ratio of
the position held by non-commercial investors to that of hedgers

9Starting from the same concept of speculation, Juvenal and Petrella (2015) isolate speculative shocks from
inventory demand shocks by imposing additional sign restrictions reflecting the assumption that speculation
leads inventory accumulation not because of expected production shortage but of higher expected prices.
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5. Models of commodity markets with heterogeneous

agents

While Fattouh et al. (2012) reject the three claims embedded in the Masters hypothesis

and conclude that “the existing evidence is not supportive of an important role of speculation

in driving the spot price of oil after 2003”, they also acknowledge that important structural

changes have occurred in the oil market during the 2000s. The authors refer in particular to

evidence related to the dynamics of the term structure of future prices, showing interesting

changes since mid-2000s. We believe that, together with the greater synchronization of boom-

bust cycles and the (still high) correlation with other markets, evidence on the term structure

witnesses a broad structural change in commodity markets. Stylized facts on the futures term

structure are documented by many authors. We start from the evidence on oil, then extend

the discussion to the overall characteristics of the commodity markets.

Buyuksahin et al. (2009) note that, while the dynamics of short-and long-term oil futures

prices have been historically disconnected, since 2002 one-year and two-year-ahead futures

have started to comove with the near-term futures prices (i..e, the prices of futures with

shortest maturities). Using a proprietary dataset of individual trader positions in quoted

futures and options, they observe between 2000 and 2008 an increase in financial traders’

exposure on long- more than short-term futures (see Figure 8); interestingly, they also note

that swap dealers, the first category that started to accumulate long-term exposure, were

mostly net long on shorter maturities (< 3 months) and net short on longer ones (1 to

3 years), going more long-term than short-term from mid-2007 onwards. To analyze the

connection between investor exposure and prices, they employ a cointegration analysis and

find that the increased arbitrage activity by specific trader categories (swap dealers, hedge

funds and other financial traders) has helped establish a correlation between futures prices

at different maturities. A significant cointegration relationship between the prices of long-

and short-term futures is also observed in Fattouh and Scaramozzino (2011), who reconcile

this evidence using models featuring price signal extraction and Bayesian updating.

The link between structural market changes and the involvement of financial investors is

also provided in Hamilton and Wu (2014). In this paper the authors analyze crude oil futures

over the 1990-2011 period and document significant changes in the dynamics of the yield curve

during the 2000s. They construct a term structure model based on the relationship between

commercial hedgers and non-commercial net-long investors and estimate mostly constant,

positive risk premia on futures before 2005, but greater volatility since then (Figure 9); the

authors link fluctuations in risk premia with variations in financial investors’ risk aversion.

Proposing also a modified version of their baseline model that allows intra-month variations
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in the parameters, the authors find a significant intra-month seasonality of risk premia,

consistent with the rising price effects of CITs operating in regulated markets at specific

times to futures’ maturity.

5.1. Limits to arbitrage and limits to hedging

In line with Hamilton’s findings, other contributions point to the behaviour of non-

commercial investors and to frictions arising from their interaction with hedgers as key

drivers of price effects on the future and spot markets. Etula (2013) connects issues re-

lated to commodity pricing with the literature focusing on the determinants of fluctuations

in the leverage of intermediaries (Adrian and Shin, 2014); after constructing a measure of

broker-dealer risk aversion using balance sheet data of US households and broker-dealers, he

finds that risk aversion has strong predictive power on quarter-ahead futures return on oil

and other commodities.

In the same vein, Cheng et al. (2014) explore the role of financial investors in commodity

trading. As anticipated in Section 4, they recognize that a key issue in the identification

of causal relationships between the exposures of these investors and futures price changes,

is the lack of conditioning on the motive for trading : financial investors might trade to

accommodate hedging needs (i.e., following hedgers going short) or initiate trades for their

own reasons by increasing or unwinding long positions. Observing that the VIX is positively

correlated with the exposure of hedgers and negatively with that of hedge funds and CITs, the

authors take positive variations in the VIX as a proxy for financial investors’ increased risk

aversion/capital constraints: in that case, those investors have low incentive to go long and

prefer to cut their exposure (as happened during the 2008 financial crisis), thus redirecting

a “convective risk flow” towards commercial hedgers generating a downward pressure on

futures prices.

Focusing on the risk premium driver of commodity prices, the analysis of Etula (2013)

and Cheng et al. (2014) are implicitly based on the theory of normal backwardation only.

A broader picture of the interaction between hedgers and financial investors is provided by

Acharya et al. (2013), that construct a two-period model of spot and futures price determi-

nation featuring both optimal inventory management and hedging using futures contracts.

In their model, risk-averse producers manage inventories and use futures to hedge sales,

while risk-neutral investors take long positions in the futures market; producers have time-

varying hedging propensity because managerial risk aversion is positively correlated with the

default risk of the firm (principal-agent problem), while investors have time-varying capi-

tal constraints due to the changing level of market segmentation that, when high, limits the
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availability of arbitrage capital (limits of arbitrage; see Shleifer and Vishny (1997)). Increases

in producers’ hedging demand or a tightening of the financial investors’ capital constraints

prevent the latter to accommodate hedging needs fully, entailing negative pressures on fu-

tures prices via a compression of the futures risk premium (limits to hedging); this, in turn,

increases hedging costs, affecting producers’ equilibrium hedging, supply and, therefore, spot

prices. Empirically, the authors find that the leverage of broker-dealers and its interaction

with producers’ default risk are relevant determinants of futures and spot returns.

The bottom line of these three contributions is that limits to arbitrage by non-commercial

investors lead to limits to hedging by producers, with evidence of limits to arbitrage in oil and

gas markets going back since the end of the 70s (Acharya et al., 2013). Limits to arbitrage

have implications for the liquidity of commodity markets: when they bind, liquidity is reduced

by financial investors; on the contrary, in times of ample global liquidity or low risk aversion,

liquidity is injected in the markets, possibly improving price efficiency. This beneficial aspect

has not yet been extensively investigated.

Judging whether the financialization is amplifying or reducing limits to arbitrage is not

straightforward: the massive involvement of portfolio investors should, on one hand, decrease

the segmentation of commodity markets raising the available arbitrage capital but, on the

other hand, should increase traders’ exposure to outside shocks – that may induce them, in

case of adverse events, to cut positions in commodities.

5.2. Informational frictions

Another key implication of the entry of portfolio investors in commodity markets is related

to the formation of expectations of future prices. Cheng and Xiong (2014) point out that,

in order to make a comprehensive analysis of the price effects of the financialization, one

should not only focus on its consequences for inventories (according to the theory of storage)

or for risk sharing between hedgers and financial investors (following the theory of normal

backwardation), but also on its effects on price discovery and informational efficiency.

Referring to the standard pricing theory described in Section 3, Singleton (2014) notes

that it is not necessary that all market participants have the same expectations about future

prices in order for the equilibrium identity in Equation 6 to hold. Looking at the dispersion

of oil forecasts made by professional forecasters interviewed by Consensus Economics, he

observes that disagreement has increased over time in line with the run-up of oil prices. This

motivates the author’s choice to use a difference-of-opinions (DOE) model, in which multiple

agents do not observe commodity fundamentals but infer them by receiving subjective signals;

the resulting heterogeneous beliefs have two main implications for equilibrium prices: (1) the
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consensus view about the fundamentals depends on the wealth and risk aversion of the

different groups of investors, and (2) variations in the dispersion of beliefs can affect prices

directly via variations in risk premia, independently of changes in fundamentals.

Sockin and Xiong (2015) develop a tractable model to analyze how informational frictions

affect commodity markets. Similarly to Singleton (2014), the source of informational fric-

tions is related to the uncertainty of market participants about actual supply, demand, and

inventories of these commodities, determined on a global scale. According to the authors,

agents observe variations in commodity prices to infer the actual strength of global economic

growth; this informational role of commodity prices builds on the evidence that, after 2005,

stock markets in Asian economies started to systematically react to overnight variations in

the price of futures on some US-traded commodities, such as copper and soybeans (Hu and

Xiong, 2013). In the model, commodity prices drive production and demand decisions but,

while the price signal is timely, information on global demand and supply is substantially

lagged: this learning process on fundamentals leads to misinterpretations of the price signal,

and therefore to confusions about the strength of the economy. The main implications of

this friction are the following: (1) when commodity prices increase, goods producers demand

more of the commodity because the informational effect of high commodity prices – signaling

strong growth – outpaces the cost effect; (2) supply shocks act as informational noise: lower

prices due to positive supply shocks can be partly attributed to weak global economy, leading

goods producers to reduce commodity demand, amplifying the negative effect on prices (feed-

back effect); (3) by attracting different participants than the spot markets, futures markets

have their own informational effects on commodity demand and spot prices. The results of

this paper imply that assuming that agents can directly observe demand and supply shocks

tends to overstate the price effects of demand shocks and understate those of supply shocks;

according to this approach, the VAR-based approach described in Section 4 is misspecified

because it misspecifies the available information set at the time of the shock.

The authors also discuss the role of informational frictions in explaining the 2007-2008 oil

price boom. They raise doubts on the fact that the 40% oil price increase between January

to July 2008 was due to fundamentals, provided that while growth in emerging economies

was still strong, advanced economies were already slowing down and the United States was in

recession since November 2007. In line with the paper’s reasoning, positive effects on prices

coming from the inflow of financial investors may have confused goods producers about the

strength of emerging economies, delaying demand and supply responses to fundamentals and

amplifying booms and busts.

Goldstein and Yang (2016) propose a model to study the implications of the financializa-

tion of commodity markets for agents’ trading behavior, asset prices, and welfare through the
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lens of risk sharing and price discovery. In this model, agents have asymmetric information

on shocks: commercial hedgers are informed about supply shocks, while financial traders

have private signals on demand shocks. The analysis highlights that financial traders can

either provide or demand liquidity in the futures market and that they may switch from

being liquidity providers to demanders as their presence in the futures market increases.10

The paper also documents the role of financialization in reducing futures risk premia, as

observed in Hamilton and Wu (2014), and provides a transmission channel from shocks hit-

ting derivatives prices to the real economy and spot prices. The welfare implications of the

model are that the involvement of informed financial investors: a) helps reduce the risk faced

by all market participants, b) increases hedging costs for the less-informed producers but c)

improves welfare for consumers.

5.3. Other issues related to heterogeneity

The increased heterogeneity of commodity investors implies not only greater informa-

tional frictions but also increased differences in investors’ preferences in the market. Basak

and Pavlova (2016) construct a general equilibrium model with heterogeneous agents and

multiple commodities to explain the main empirical facts linked to the financialization phe-

nomenon described in Section 2 (e.g., increased correlations across commodities and across

asset classes, price and volatility increases). In their model, agents are heterogeneous in

terms of preferences: institutional investors benchmark investment to the level of a commod-

ity index, while other agents do not. This feature mimics index investors influencing prices,

volatilities, and correlations, via a discount factor channel : exogenous shocks affecting the

index level are amplified and propagate to non-indexed commodities through variations in

the discount factor of institutional investors.

The increase in investor heterogeneity is not only related to the presence of hedge funds

or CITs, but also to retail investors entering futures markets because of lowered transaction

costs. Motivated by the implications of trading on oil ETFs described in Bessembinder et al.

(2012), Baker (2016) proposes a general equilibrium model of commodity spot and futures

prices with two goods and household consumers allowed to go long on futures to hedge future

consumption. The model incorporates both storage and hedging pressure features; the effect

of consumers entering futures market in the model is that the price effect of shocks is amplified

through the hedging pressure channel, but is partly absorbed through the variation of the

desired level of inventories by futures’ dealers.

10This second finding is in line with Cheng et al. (2014)
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5.4. Commodities as collateral

Another implication of the involvement of financial investors in commodity market is the

increasing use of commodities as collateral for financing. While this seems to be only a local

phenomenon without broad pricing implications, we make a brief digression on it in this

paragraph.

This little known phenomenon is documented by Tang and Zhu (2016) who explain that,

when a country with capital controls has interest rates that are higher than international ones,

financial investors in that country may circumvent capital controls by importing commodities

and pledge them as collateral to finance investments. This practice has been observed in

China, where interest rates are high in relative terms, there are capital controls and there is

lack of investment collateral for some categories of investors.11 According to the model, an

increase in the collateral demand of commodities entails an increase in commodity prices in

both the domestic and the funding country, and a simultaneous increase in inventories and

the convenience yield.

6. Avenues for future research

In this Section we discuss two interesting avenues for future research, concerning the

implications of the shale oil revolution and of commodity option trading for the financial-

ization process. Since there is still inadequate analysis of these two topics, we just limit our

discussion to explaining why they could be relevant for the evolution of commodity markets.

6.1. The shale revolution

Among commodity markets, the market of crude oil is experiencing a ground-breaking

technological change. The shale sector in the United States is growing fast, gaining market

shares in the extraction of crude oil with respect to conventional producers.

Shale oil extraction is introducing relevant changes in the oil market. In a speech delivered

to the 2015 Annual Conference to the Society of Business Economists, Dale (2015) highlighted

four oil market “principles” that need to be revisited in light of the surging shale sector. Two

of them have implications for our analysis: (1) oil must not be considered an exhaustible

resource, so prices must not necessarily increase in the long run: supply might not decrease, as

efficiency gains in shale extraction tend to expand the potential size of unexplored resources,

11For example, the lack of collateral limits bank financing for small and medium enterprises. Concerning
the collateral use of commodities, industry estimates that in 2014 about 109 billion USD foreign exchange
loans in China were backed by commodities as collateral, equivalent to about 31 percent of Chinas total
short-term forex loans and 14 percent of Chinas total forex loans.
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while demand does decrease, because of the long-standing and ongoing process of carbon

emissions reduction; (2) oil supply will not be as rigid as before: shorter production lags and

the more rapid exhaustion of individual shale wells entail a faster response of production to

price changes.

The shale market is of particular interest in our debate, for at least two reasons. First of

all, shale companies have a cost structure that differs from that of conventional producers, as

they have variable operating costs that are a higher share of total costs: this is reflected in

shale companies operating with much lower capital and relying extensively on debt financing.

The existence of capital constraints motivates price effects of commodity trading in the model

of Etula (2013) and Acharya et al. (2013): in the latter, producers have hedging demand for

commodity futures and net price pressures arise when long investors are capital constrained

and cannot accommodate producers’ hedging needs. The increasing role of shale markets

may introduce capital constrained investors also on the side of producers.

Second, production of shale wells peaks after a few weeks and declines substantially during

the following months of a well’s life: their profits being highly dependent on short-term price

fluctuations, shale companies usually hedge a much larger part – even more than 50 percent

– of their expected production, than companies engaged in conventional extraction (Maugeri,

2013); this fact, coupled with possible differences in the adopted hedging strategies, may be

relevant in derivatives pricing.

6.2. Commodity option markets

The literature on commodities has focused on futures as the only derivative securities in

which financial trading can occur and distort prices. However, financial traders are active

also on other commodity derivatives products such as swaps, ETFs and options, both on

regulated markets and OTC.

In particular, stylized facts and textbook evidence point to the use of options for both

hedging and financial investing. Looking at data from oil and gas producing firms between

2000 and 2010, Acharya et al. (2013) note that producers use options more than futures

or swaps to hedge future sales; on the other side of the market, airline companies use call

options and long collars, among other instruments, to hedge future jet fuel purchases (Carter

et al., 2004).12

In addition to hedging motives, commodity options are traded also to gain exposure to

the expected volatility of the underlying (so-called volatility trading, see Schofield (2008)).

The literature on equity options has found interesting results on the effects of option trading

12Due to liquidity issues in jet fuel derivative instruments, according to the authors airline companies use
to cross-hedge against securities that are highly correlated with jet fuel, like heating oil.
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on the underlying price.13 In particular, transaction volumes in equity options have been

found to have relevant predictive power for the underlying stock prices when driven by

informed traders (i.e., traders having private information), as suggested by Easley et al.

(1998). Investigating evidence of informed trading in commodity options and its implications

for pricing and liquidity in other commodity markets constitutes an interesting avenue for

future research.

7. Concluding remarks

Notwithstanding the difficulties of identifying the effects of financialization during the

commodity boom and bust of the 2000s, a number of contributions suggest that the role of

financial investors in commodity markets is of growing importance. In this paper we have

documented the structural changes that have been occurring in commodity markets since

early 2000s: while the rising importance of emerging economies is an important determinant

of commodity demand and supply, we believe that the changing composition of investors

in financial markets is also highly relevant in affecting commodity pricing. The increasing

involvement of leveraged but capital-constrained investors exposes commodities to business

and credit cycle fluctuations, and the increased heterogeneity of investors may influence the

transmission of shocks to prices because of informational asymmetries, different preferences

or disagreements about economic fundamentals driving commodity prices.

For these reasons, financial investors may switch from being liquidity providers to liquidity

demanders: similarly to other asset classes, liquidity in commodity markets is becoming the

more and more linked to fluctuations in global liquidity and to variations in investors’ risk

aversion, as well as to the composition of less- and more-informed traders in the market.

Further work on the link between liquidity fluctuations and trading activity is needed to

assess not only the distortionary effects of financial investment but also the benefits in terms

of providing liquidity to hedgers.

As avenues for future research, we also suggest inspecting the implications of the shale oil

market revolution as well as of trading in the option market for the financialization process.

Even though research on the financialization in commodity markets is advancing fast, more

investigation is needed, for example to achieve better identification of speculative shocks.

13Constructing a measure of volatility demand pressure based on buying and selling volumes of equity
options, Ni et al. (2008) found that volatility demand has a positive impact on option prices and that it is
informative about the future realized volatility of underlying stocks. One channel of this effect could be that
identified in Hu (2014): after executing option orders, option market makers turn to the stock market to
hedge their exposures, as sellers of commodity-linked notes do in the futures market (Henderson et al., 2015).
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Figure 1. Net long positions of index traders averaged across 12 commodities. Net long positions are
long less short positions, and long and short positions are the sum of positions on futures and options. For
each commodity, the January 2006 observation is rescaled to 100. Sample is January 2006 – February 2017.
Source: Supplement report of the Committment of Traders (COT) report.
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Figure 2. Commodity price indexes, January 2000 = 100. Sample is January 2000 – March 2017.

Figure 3. 250-day rolling correlations between daily returns of the S&P GSCI Energy Index with (1) the
S&P GSCI Non-Energy Index (blue), (2) the S&P GSCI Grain Index (red) and (3) the S&P GSCI Industrial
Metals Index (green). Sample is January 1985 – March 2017. Source: Datastream
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Figure 4. 250-day rolling correlation between daily returns of the S&P GSCI Total Return Index and (1)
the Reuters DXY Dollar Index (a weighted index of the euro, Japanese yen, British pound, Canadian dollar,
Swedish krona, and Swiss franc against the dollar) multiplied by -1 (blue line), (2) the S&P 500 Index (red
line) and (3) the MSCI Emerging Market Index (green line). Sample is January 1985 – March 2017. Source:
Datastream
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Figure 5. CITs long position on oil derivatives inferred from the Supplement to the COT report (dashed
line, right sale) plotted against the front-month WTI futures price (solid line, left scale) taken from Singleton
(2014).

Figure 6. Summary table of key regulation affecting commodity traders. Source: McKinsey (2012)
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Figure 7. Normalized Commodity Prices in China and the United States, taken by Tang and Xiong (2012).
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Figure 8. Open interests in crude oil futures (left panel) and futures plus options (right panels), taken by Buyuksahin et al. (2009). Annual position
averages for each trader category and maturity bucket are taken for the year 2000 (July-Dec.), 2004 (Jan.-Dec.), and 2008 (Jan.-Aug.)
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Figure 9. Risk premium on 8-week oil futures taken by Hamilton and Wu (2014): baseline model with
sample split in 2005.
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